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Before you turn another page, take a good look at
yourself in the mirror. Could you be better?
CouldnÕt yourÉ

Teeth be straighter and whiter?
Hair be fuller and blonder?
Skin be clearer and brighter?
Nose be straighter and accented with the perfect

upturn at the tip?
And couldnÕt you just curse your parents for not

having been taller and richer?
Well, youÕre not alone. We all could be better.

ThatÕs why SweetBread is here. Turn to us when
youÕre feeling down and need a friend to compare yourself with or to curse for having
been born with a perfect genetic set. Look to SweetBread for compelling, inspirational
tales of people who were just as ugly as you before plastic surgery, liposuction, or the
right shade of lipstick. Only SweetBread brings you the Ôreal dealÕ on men who are too
good to be true and women who are doing good deeds for the world so that you donÕt
have to. SweetBread provides all the news you need for a month plus easy meal plans
and wardrobe tricks to help your tacky taste stretch for four weeks. We are youÑ only
better. Learn from us, take us seriously, and donÕt ever look elsewhere for help.
SweetBread. Yeah, weÕre all that and a bag of (low fat) chips.

Corrections:

In the article, “Facts about minerals,”
we regret that we reported that iron
makes your breasts double in size.
And calcium has not been linked to
causing males to spontaneously ask
females on dates. Also, zinc does not
make your nose shrink. We regret

that we reported these obviously idiot-
ic statements as facts. And California
Redwood Trees aren’t minerals any-
way.

Additional Correction:
As it turns out, every article that
appeared in our March issue was
designed to make women feel bad

about themselves so that they will
buy cosmetics and diet pills. The only
exception to this correction was
ÒWhatÕs up, G?Ó, the Kenny G inter-
view. Looking at photos of Kenny G
would hardly cause anyone to worry
about their figure. We apologize for
allowing this clearly inferior material
to slip through.
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